Use Collection Manager for content from a specific provider

If your interest in content from a specific provider has lead you to Collection Manager, see a list of providers and provider-specific workflows. The instructions will guide you to get WorldCat records, holdings, and/or full-text links for content from your providers.

Note: If you don’t see your provider listed on this page, try to find your provider on the Collections available in the WorldCat knowledge base list. Then follow the steps to Select a knowledge base collection in full or to Modify a collection to select your subset of titles.

- Material providers for cataloging partner collections
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Cataloging partner collections are used in agreement with your material provider and OCLC to set holdings, deliver WorldCat MARC records, and deliver spine labels for the titles you ordered. Your provider will send OCLC your electronic order information at your request.

- Alliance Entertainment Corporation
- Baker & Taylor, Inc.
- Bound to Stay Bound Books
- Brodart
- Casalini Libri
- Compact Disc Source, The
- East View
- Emery-Pratt Company
- Erasmus Boekhandel BV
- Follett Library Resources
- GOBI Library Solutions from EBSCO
- GOBI Library Solutions from EBSCO (UK)
- Harrassowitz
- Ingram Library Services
- James Bennett Pty Ltd.
- Karger
- Librairie Erasmus
- Mackin Library Media
- Matthews Medical and Scientific Books, Inc.
- Medialog, Inc.
• Midwest Library Service
• Perma-Bound
• ProQuest Books (formerly Coutts)
• Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc.
• Theodore Front Musical Literature, Inc.
• UBS Library Services Pte Ltd
• Wheelers Books

• OCLC cataloged collections
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OCLC cataloged collections are cataloged by OCLC staff and are made available through Collection Manager by the provider.

• American Academy of Pediatrics
• American Chemical Society
• American Psychiatric Association
• Aspen Publishing
• Cambridge University Press
• EBSCO
• Elsevier ClinicalKey
• Elsevier Knovel
• Elsevier ScienceDirect
• IEEE
• JoVE
• JSTOR
• Medici.tv
• Metropolitan Opera, The
• MIT Press
• O’Reilly Media
• Royal Society of Chemistry
• Springer Nature
• Taylor & Francis
• The HistoryMakers
• Vandeplas Publishing
• Wageningen Academic Publishers
• West Academic Publishing
• Wiley
Providers and contacts for automatic collection loading

OCLC works with some providers to automatically add and maintain your library-specific collection data to knowledge base collections in WorldShare Collection Manager.

- Stop an automatic collection load
- Askews and Holts
- EBSCO
- Elsevier Knovel
- Elsevier ScienceDirect
- GPO - U.S. Government Publishing Office
- JSTOR
- Ovid
- ProQuest Ebook Central
- The R2 Library/Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc.
- Springer Nature
- Taylor & Francis
- Teton Data Systems
- Wiley

• Records through Contract Cataloging services

Get WorldCat records through Contract Cataloging services for content you purchased from providers.

- Bibliotheca
- Midwest Tape
- Naxos
- OverDrive